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Abstract

In order to investigate how Orthodox Christianity reconciled the pacifist principle of the Gospel with its duty to protect the weak and the vulnerable in face of violent abuse, one must start by looking into the nature of Church-State relations, Byzantine Canon Law, as well as into factors of theological, historical, liturgical, and ecclesiological nature. The historical records indicate that the Orthodox Christians have often been involved in brutal military enterprises, cases in which, on the public square, the Orthodox Church failed to remain loyal to the pacifist principles of the Gospel and early Christian martyrdom. However, the Orthodox Church made strong efforts to resist temptations for unanimous justifications of violence, and an adoption of the Just War theory.
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Introduction

Christian theologians generally agree that the Orthodox Church does not share a Just War theory in the Western sense, drafted from the perspective of the decretist principles of *jus ad bellum* and *jus in bello*. While abhorring war, historical records indicate that the Orthodox Christians have often been involved in brutal military enterprises, cases in which, on the public square, the Orthodox Church failed to remain loyal to the pacifist principles of the Gospel and early Christian martyrdom. Concerned both with preserving its reputation of a martyr church, as well as with the creation of a public image of an anticipatory Samaritan, the Orthodox Church made concessions to the State by occasionally endorsing its au-
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1 This paper is revised and significantly expanded version of “Seven Factors of Ambivalence in Defining a Just War Theory” published by the author in *Proceedings: The 32nd Annual Congress of the American Romanian Academy of Arts and Sciences* (Polytechnic International Press: Montreal, 2008), 537-543.

authority to use lethal force against internal and external aggression. These conces-
sions were broad in nature and were only made out of a conscious strategic interest
of both Church and State, as to protect the defenseless against any form of abuse.

The lack of consensus that Orthodox Christianity displays over the justifiable
use of force emerges from several factors such as 1) comprehensive theological
opposition, 2) Church-State relations, 3) legislative jurisdiction, 4) influences of
the Law of Jihad, 5) The Slavic cultural influence, 6) nationalism and patriotism,
and 7) Canon Law’s Ambivalence on the Use of Force, 8) The dilemma of Mil-
tary Intervention, and 9) The Feminine Defense Paradigm. As a result, in order
to investigate how Orthodox Christianity reconciled the pacifist principle of the
Gospel with its duty to protect the weak and the vulnerable in face of violent
abuse, one must start by looking into the nature of Church-State relations, Byz-
atantine Canon Law, as well as into factors of theological, historical, liturgical, and
ecclesiological nature. This is because the Orthodox Church never governed in
the public life, and, as a result, the Church was never in control of an army so as
to draft and develop law enforcement policies, as it was the case with the Western
Church following the fall of Rome under the Visigoths in A.D. 410.3 These du-
ties simply fell under the jurisdiction of the State, following a specific legislative
procedure.4 As a result, when dealing with the issue of internal or external use of
force, the Orthodox Church acted exclusively from an advisory perspective.5

1. Comprehensive Theological Opposition

In its history, the Eastern Church offered a comprehensive theological op-
position to war. Highly influential Greek and Latin Church Fathers, who lived and
wrote during the formative years of Christianity, have strongly criticized military
enterprises of the State, while trying to maintain the consciousness of guilt and
penance for soldiers.

The most significant authors and theological works of Early Christianity
which opposed war include Tatianus (Oratio ad Graecos), Athenagoras of Athens
(Πρεσβεία περὶ τῶν Ἱεραποστόλων) Tertullian (De Idololatria, XIX), Origen (Contra
Celsum V, 33), Clement of Alexandria (Παιδαγωγός I, 12), Lactantius (Divinae
Institutiones I, 48), Basil the Great (Homily to Psalm LXI, 4), Gregory of Nyssa
(On the Beatitudes, Homily VII), John Chrysostom and others. Tatianus openly
equated war with murder. Incriminating the Greek pagan religions as belligerent,

3 Ibid., 34-35, 316.
4 George Mousourakis The Historical and Institutional Context of Roman Law (Ashgate
5 Timothy S. Miller and John Nesbitt Peace and War in Byzantium: Essays in Honor of
he accuses Apollo’s worshippers for entertaining this cruel behavior, while Apollo was called “The Symbol of murder” (Σύμβουλον τῶν φόνων). At the same time, while Athenagoras of Athens maintained that “Christians cannot endure to see a man put to death even justly,” Tertullian insisted that when Peter cut Malchus’ ear in Gethsemane, Jesus cursed the works of the sword for ever after. Furthermore, the highly prominent work, Didascalia Apostolorum (Chapter XVIII), bans the Church from receiving donations “from any Roman officials, who are defiled with wars and have shed innocent blood without trial [my emphasis].”

Following a detailed literature review of the early Christian references to war, John C. Cadoux concludes that the early Christian writers clearly indicate, “how closely warfare and murder were connected in Christian thought by their possession of a common element – homicide. [...] The strong disapproval felt by Christians for war was due to its close relationship with the deadly sin that sufficed to keep the man guilty of it permanently outside the Christian community.”

In terms of relevance of these writings throughout the development of the early Church, another prominent church historian, Roland Bainton, concluded that, “the history of the Church is viewed by many as a progressive fall from a state of primitive purity, punctuated by reformations which seek a return to a pristine excellence. The first church fathers are thus held to have been the best commentators, and if the early Church was pacifist then pacifism is the Christian position.” Such attitude towards the relevance of the Early Church Fathers is the norm in Eastern Christianity, where any acceptable theological work is expected to be consonant with these early precepts, so as to conform to this ‘primitive purity.’

Another significant aspect was the negative attitude towards the weakness of the human body, which was viewed as a source of spiritual failure. This attitude started during the period of anti-Christian persecutions, and grew within the monastic circles. Thus, the “war” against the human passions had managed to
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transfer the concept of warfare from a real life situation to an internal human passion. As a result, one no longer had to wage war against the invader, but against his own passions stirred by the Devil, the true invisible enemy. This not only created disapproving attitudes towards the physical war, but led to an increased miscommunication between real life situations, and spiritual goals. During the Ottoman period, Orthodox elders known as the Kollyvades,\textsuperscript{12} revived in a way the early tradition of the Desert Fathers by collecting seminal spiritual works on prayer and later incorporated them into a large collection known as Philokalia.\textsuperscript{13} Philokalia, in conjunction with the highly influential theological work of Lorenzo Scupolli, \textit{The Unseen Warfare}\textsuperscript{14} served as mechanisms of discouragement against any spirit of uprising against their Muslim oppressors.

\section*{2. Church-State Relations}

In the history of Church-State relations, the Orthodox Church had been subject to a variety of governing systems which manifested attitudes ranging from persecution to power sharing.\textsuperscript{15} While in the West, the destruction of Rome in 410 by the Visigoths left a Church immature and vulnerable to embracing claims for political governance, in the East, the Church faced this political vacuum only a thousand years later, when the Byzantine Empire fell under the Ottomans in 1453. As the Western Church took upon itself the duty of governance, it had no option but to accept the concept of Just War, for purpose of defending its community externally against the barbarians and internally against the lawbreakers.\textsuperscript{16} Following Charlemagne’s dramatic changes in the Western Roman Empire, the medieval decretists and decretalists\textsuperscript{17} had been successful in drafting specific policies on conditions related to the use of force, as well as how and to what extent clergy ought

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{12} Timothy Ware \textit{The Orthodox Church} (Penguin Books: London, 1993), 100.
\textsuperscript{13} G.E.H. Palmer, Philip Sherrard and Kallistos Ware \textit{Philokalia, vol.1} (Faber and Faber: Boston, 1979), 1-18.
\textsuperscript{14} E. Kadloubovsky, G.E.H. Palmer (tr.) \textit{Unseen Warfare: being the Spiritual Combat and Path to Paradise of Lorenzo Scupoli as edited by Nicodemus of the Holy Mountain and revised by Theophan the Recluse} Faber and Faber Limited: London, 1952.
\textsuperscript{17} Frederick H. Russell \textit{Just War in the Middle Ages} (Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1975), 55-212.
to be active participants in military campaigns. For instance, as early medieval Christian wars were against the pagans, the Carolingian and Ottonian expansionism was accompanied by the conversion of conquered populations to Christianity. Consequently, any military success was ascribed into God’s gratification in seeing the Church grow, while warfare became a Christian duty for bishops in Ottonian Germany.\(^{18}\) The Eastern Church, on the other hand, disposed of its responsibilities for policing and defending the community because it never faced a vacuum of imperial power. As a result, the Church has generally dangled between imposing its moral will within the State – under permissible conditions – while being subjected to State oppression, whenever its principles posed a threat or discomfort to the policies of the State.\(^ {19}\)

In Eastern Christianity, during the first fifteen centuries, the Byzantine model of Church-State separation implied that each institution had specific responsibilities towards the public. While, according to the “principle of symphonia” coined by Emperor Justinian (527-565)\(^ {20}\) the Church was entrusted with the spiritual salvation of the community, the State was entrusted with its material well-being, including internal policing and external defense. As a result, while the Church never made any decision about war, theologians approached this from an advisory perspective, ensuring that the State, in its alleged concern with the defense of the community, does not overstate its role. Basically, the Church made it uncanonical for its clergy to take government jobs particularly in the military,\(^ {21}\) as their duty was to proclaim the Gospel. A wide range of canons impose deposition of clergy involved with “worldly affairs.” Three Canonical Collections (Hippolytean Canons, Egyptian Church Order and The Testament of our Lord) dating since about mid-fourth century had specific stipulation over military participation of the clergy. According to Cadoux, these canons “mark clearly and distinctly the views which prevailed in wide circles,” however “they possessed no generally binding power.”\(^ {22}\) Additionally, the following Apostolic Cannons (Canon VI; Canons
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\(^{19}\) Marian Gh. Simion “Beyond Huntington’s Gate: Orthodox Social Thinking for a Borderless Europe: Preliminary Reflections” in Daniel Jeyaraj, Robert Pazmino and Rodney Petersen Antioch Agenda (ISPSK: New Delhi, 2007), 93-95.


\(^{21}\) Grant White “Orthodox Christian Positions on War and Peace” in Semegnish Asfaw, Guillermo Kerber, & Peter Weiderud (Eds.) The Responsibility to Protect: Ethical and Theological Reflections (WCC Publications: Geneva, 2005), 38.

\(^{22}\) John Cadoux The Early Christian Attitude To War (Headley Bros Publishers, LTD: London, 1919), 127.
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on LXXXI; Canon LXXXIII – forbidding clergy participation in public offices and military); the canons adopted by the First Ecumenical Council (Canon XII), Fourth Ecumenical Council (Canon III, Canon VII - forbidding married clergy and monks to participate in public offices and military); Local Council of Sardica: Canon VIII (forbidding clergy to go before a civil magistrate), Local Council of Constantinople 861AD: Canon XI.\(^{23}\)

3. Legislative Jurisdiction

In Eastern Christianity, the codification of Civil Law and Canon Law took place during the same period of time, and as parallel projects.\(^{24}\)

Under the Byzantine State, the Canon Law was part of the Civil Law, and it incorporated into collections such as Nomocanons, State Codex-es, Novellae (laws regulating dogmatic decisions of the Church), Institutiones, Ecloga, Prohiron, Epapanagoga, Basilicalae, Hexabiblos, etc.\(^{25}\) With bishops acting as public judges, the Church ruled over aspects of family law,\(^{26}\) while the question of public defense was under the sole legislative jurisdiction of the State.\(^{27}\) Although somewhat overstated, this model of legislative jurisdiction was also implemented by Prince Vladimir in Russia, following his conversion to Orthodox Christianity, as he established two courts, one religious and one secular. Based on this dual court system, a plaintiff or a defendant had the right to choose between a bishop as president of the court, or a lay presiding judge. As Dimitri Pospielovsky writes, “[t] he ecclesial court received jurisdiction over all moral transgressions of the laity: matrimonial and divorce matters, polygamy, blasphemy, foul language, matters related to dowry, kidnapping of brides, rape, property fights within families.”\(^{28}\)

\(^{23}\) D. Cummings (tr.) The Rudder (Pedalion) The Orthodox Christian Educational Society: Chicago, 1957.


\(^{26}\) Ioan N. Floca Drept Canonic Ortodox, Legislație și Administrație Bisericească, Vol. 2. (Editura Institutului Biblic și de Misiune al Bisericii Ortodoxe Române, București, 1990), 299-300.

\(^{27}\) D. Cummings (tr.) The Rudder (Pedalion) (The Orthodox Christian Educational Society: Chicago, 1957), 977-1007.


\(^{29}\) Dimitri V. Pospielovsky The Orthodox Church in the History of Russia (St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press: Crestwood, NY, 1998), 25-26.
Under the Ottomans, the policy of *millet* reduced the applicability of Canon Law to the Christian community, and it was maintained at the price of heavy taxation. The legal jurisdiction over internal and external defense fell under the Ottoman State. The public law of most medieval semi-autonomous states subjected to the Ottoman rule included Canon Law as well, and was closer to the Byzantine model. Some of the widely used collections included *Ton aghion Sinodon, Nea Sinatroisis* (1761), *Sillogi Panton ton ieron ke t ion kanonon* (1787); *Kontakion* (1798), *Pidalion* (1800); *Athenian Syntagm* (1852); *Canonical Regulations*, and others. With the creation of nation states, and with the secularization process of the mid-nineteenth century, the public law eliminated completely the jurisdictional claims of the Canon Law in public life. Consequently, while Canon Law remained fundamental for the new statutes of national churches, in the public life, its weight was reduced to mere ethical guidelines. The Church lost its legislative power over issues of family law, and the quest of compliance with the stipulations of Canon Law largely became a matter of personal reputation in the community.

4. Influences of the Law of Jihad

With the Islamic military advances in the East, both the Church and the State had to join forces not only in fighting the aggressors, but also in learning the rules of the enemy, particularly when attempting to negotiate peace agreements. As a
result, it became mandatory for the Church to doctrinally engage its counterpart on the enemy’s side, who, in terms of Saint John of Damascus, were nothing more than Christian heretics. For the Muslims such dialogue was acceptable only in contexts of truces permissible under the conditions imposed by *dar al sulh* (the house of treaty).\(^{37}\)

Situated at the Arab-Byzantine frontier (*thughūr*), two of the eight century Arab scholar-ascetics Abū Ishāq al-Fazārī and Abdallah al-Mubārak are amongst the earliest and perhaps the most influential Muslim scholars to debate the laws of war in terms of *siyar* and *jihād*.\(^{38}\) What is relevant in their debates is the role of the Savior. While in the Byzantine warfare, war was conducted on behalf of the community (Empire), and not on behalf of the leader (Jesus Christ), in the case of this emerging Islamic jurisprudence, war was to be conducted on behalf of the leader (Prophet Muhammad and his legitimate successor), case in which, the leader has an overriding authority over the community. Based on the imitation principle, both scholars agree to use Prophet Muhammad’s authority and judgment as typos when faced with the dilemma of employing military force and verbal persuasion. Thus, Abū Ishāq al-Fazārī,\(^{39}\) in his *Kitāb al-siyar* and Abdallah al-Mubārak in his *Kitāb al-jihād* debated whether it was the duty of the community *sīra*, where the dominant cognitive category is *εκκλησία*, or of the ruling authority, *sunnah*, where the dominant cognitive category is *vōmos*, to decide when to engage in a war.\(^{40}\) While al-Fazārī pondered over *sīra*’s priority, al-Mubārak insisted over the issue of personal merit, meant to favor the leader’s authority – a rather poignant reference to the emerging Sunni-Shia split over the laws of war.\(^{41}\)

On the Russian front, during the Tatar/ Mongol yoke that lasted since 1238 until 1480,\(^{42}\) the Russians often had to make war and peace with their Muslim enemies,\(^{43}\) particularly due to the cruelty of the Tatar tax collectors, *baskaks*.\(^{44}\)

---


\(^{42}\) Dimitri V. Pospiełowski *The Orthodox Church in the History of Russia* (St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press: Crestwood, NY, 1998), 15.

\(^{43}\) John Meyendorff *The Orthodox* (Light and Life Publishing: Minneapolis, 1966), 23

\(^{44}\) Dimitri V. Pospiełowski *The Orthodox Church in the History of Russia* (St. Vladimir’s Seminary Press: Crestwood, NY, 1998), 37.
A first concrete example that displays a possible influence of the law of jihad over Russian Orthodox justification of war is the alleged conversation that took place between Constantine-Cyril and Caliph Mutawakkil in 851 in the context of a Christian diplomatic mission to the Saracenes. A second case of suspected influence of jihad was recorded in the mid-960s, in the context of a dispute between the Patriarch of Constantinople, Polyeukos, and Emperor Nikephoros Phokas. To further glorify his heroes, the emperor demanded to have his soldiers, who had been killed on the battlefield, canonized as martyrs and declared saints of the Church. The Patriarch successfully opposed him by citing Saint Basil’s Canon 13, with the interpretation that the soldiers killed in the battle might have been guilty of violating the commandment ‘Thy shall not kill’ (Exodus 20: 13), and thus committed murder. While this example of jurisprudence relates more to the relationship between Church and State, it nevertheless reveals that this view of martyrdom was understood by the Byzantine emperor as an active path of defending faith through war rather than as a passive act specific to the first three centuries. As a result, the emperor’s understanding of martyrdom was highly similar to the concept of martyrdom ‘in the path of Allah,’ whereby one sacrifices oneself for missionary purpose. A third example of a possible influence of jihad over Eastern Christianity is the presence of the service of blessing soldiers and weapons in the Slavo-Byzantine rite, particularly in the context of the final blessing bestowed upon the soldier, which says, “Let the blessing of Triune God, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, come down on and remain upon these weapons and those who carry them for the protection of the truth of Christ [emphasis added], Amen.” From a historical perspective, it is only common sense to assume that this prayer must have been invoked for the purpose of protecting “the truth of Christ,” in the context of Islamic practice of forced conversion of its subjects. Otherwise, the use of expression “truth of Christ” would be a plain cynical retaliation against the principle of turning the other cheek. A fourth possible case of mutual influ-
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ence between jihad and Eastern Christianity is the concept of salvation through spiritual war. This is visible in the second millennium’s literature of Philokalia as well as in the concept of “The Greater Jihad,” manifested as an inner struggle for spiritual ascent.

5. The Slavic Cultural Influence

With the Christianization of the Slavs a new worldview started penetrating Eastern Christianity. In terms of doctrine of defense, the inherent dualistic culture of the Slavs, deriving perhaps from the Belobog-Chernobog antagonism, has unavoidably led to a dualistic Christian worldview, which in combination with Christian asceticism, saw good and evil as identifiable with spirit and mater. This dualistic worldview often emerged into heretical movements, which either viewed human body as evil, such as the Bogomils, the Khlysts, and the Skoptzys, or simply demonized political establishments, as it is the case with the Bogomils and the Raskol anarchists. Due to this inherent dualism, the Slavs seem to have left a hefty influence over the justification of war, which strongly contradicted the pacifistic nature of the Gospel. In a sociological sense, dualism favored not only an us-versus-them attitude, but it proceeded to the demonization of adversaries and justification of violence. This affected the Orthodox Churches of Slavic tradition in the way that, at a doctrinal level, one could find quasi-orthodox ‘conversations’ such as the one between Constantine-Cyril and Caliph Mutawakkil, while in terms of worship; one can find liturgical anomalies such as the wide use of the Service for Blessing Weapons.

6. Nationalism and Patriotism

Challenging Christian universalism – whereby humanity is created in the image of God (Genesis 1:26-27), and that “there is neither Jew nor Greek” (Galatians 3:28) – nationalism came as a messianic political philosophy 

---

50 Petru I. David Căluță Creștină (Editura Episcopiei Ortodoxe: Arad, 1987), 64-79.
51 Obolensky: 1948
53 Hildo Bos & Jim Forest For the Peace from Above: An Orthodox Resource Book on War, Peace and Nationalism (Syndesmos Press: Athens, 1999), 120-121.
one can be ‘saved’ from the dangers of this world only if belonging to a nation organized itself into a state. Nationalism emerged as a political ideology in the aftermath of the Peace of Westphalia (1648), and was built on the statist model proposed by Hugo Grotius in his 1625 *De Jure Belli ac Pacis*, reaching its peak during the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries. By eliminating the authority of the Church of Rome, nationalism embraced patriotism as a new form of loyalty, this time to a political unit rather than to the Church.\(^{54}\) As a sentiment of love and loyalty to the “fatherland”, patriotism was built on a philosophy of defense. Adopted by Christianity from the Roman culture which glorified those who died for the Roman *patria*\(^ {55} \) as well as in light of the “divinely endorsed” Old Testament wars,\(^ {56}\) patriotism was presented by Ambrosius of Milan as an argument of protecting orthodoxy against heresy. While Ambrosius saw the defense of patria as coinciding with the defense of the Christian faith,\(^ {57}\) Augustine claimed that the soldier who killed a combatant enemy did not violate the commandment ‘shall not kill,’ thus eliminating the sentiment of guilt for human slaughter.\(^ {58}\)

Created in Western Europe as limited to the political unit of nation-state, nationalism was soon exported into Eastern Europe where it developed new depths of political dualism, thus dividing the Orthodox Christians by lines of history, language and ascribed territories. If until then, the Ottoman Sharia law (under which most of the Orthodox Christians lived), offered an *a priori* ghetto recognition of a unified Christian community (*Rum millet* or “Roman Nation”),\(^ {59}\) nationalism divided this Christian community between smaller autonomous and autocephalous Orthodox Churches. During this time, the Orthodox theologians have generally been keen in trying to ensure that the mission of the Orthodox Church remained focused on the salvation of people of all nations and races.\(^ {60}\)

While selected Orthodox theologians expressed reluctance over nationalism for reasons emerging from the traditional Christian universalism, the strongest...
and yet ineffective opposition came from the Ecumenical Patriarchate, as numerous high-ranking Greek bishops and metropolitans lost significant administrative privileges in churches that became autocephalous. At the Local Synod of Constantinople 1872 – a synod ignited by a unilateral establishment of a separate episcopate by the Bulgarian community in Constantinople⁶¹ – both nationalism and racism were condemned in the strongest terms. This Synod condemned ethno-phyletism by stating, “We renounce, censure and condemn racism, that is racial discrimination, ethnic feuds, hatreds and dissentions within the Church of Christ, as contrary to the teaching of the Gospel and the holy canons of our blessed fathers which ‘support the holy Church and the entire Christian world, embellish it and lead it to divine godliness.’”⁶² At the same synod, a special commission, set up to investigate nationalism and racism, concluded that, “in the Christian Church, which is a spiritual communion, predestined by its Leader and Founder to contain all nations in one brotherhood in Christ, racism is alien and quite unthinkable. Indeed, if it is taken to mean the formation of special racial churches, each accepting all the members of its particular race, excluding all aliens and governed exclusively by pastors of its own race, as its adherents demand, racism is unheard of and unprecedented. All the Christian churches founded in the early years of the faith were local and contained the Christians of a specific town or a specific locality, without racial distinction. They were thus usually named after the town or the country, not after the ethnic origin of their people.”⁶³

7. Canon Law’s Ambivalence on the Use of Force

In its legal tradition, the Orthodox Church had consistently used a canonical procedure which directly or indirectly raised the question of using defensive force. This canonical procedure defined the nature of offense, while serving as a jurisprudential basis for the ethics of law enforcement. As the canonical tradition of the Orthodox Church was based on compassion and adaptability rather than on penitence, the canons used in this procedure served largely as advisory guidelines, rather than as effective laws applicable in a society. (Yet, this was not the case with the clergy, who were much more scrutinized by the bishops or synods, case in which the canons related to the use of defensive force functioned as effective institutional policies, enforceable at the discretion of the ecclesiastical judicial process.) From an institutional perspective, this canonical procedure refers to the internal self-defense of the members of a society against lawbreakers, and to the
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⁶¹ Hildo Bos & Jim Forest For the Peace from Above: An Orthodox Resource Book on War, Peace and Nationalism (Syndesmos Press: Athens, 1999), 130
⁶² Ibid., 130
⁶³ Ibid., 130
external self-defense of a State against a foreign invasion. In terms of internal self-defense, the Church favors a more penitential perspective due to the fact that the offender can be identified as an individual endangering the life of the community. As far as external self-defense is concerned, the Orthodox Church seems to be more restrictive in endorsing war for the very fact that in a war two allegedly innocent soldiers are forced into a situation of imposing death penalty over each other, even in the absence of guilt.

Never organized in a statist model, in its history, the Orthodox Church had to make concessions to the State for strategic and pastoral reasons. Acting on moral grounds, the procedure used by the local Orthodox Churches, when in limited situations they sanctioned the use of defensive force, was mainly consultative with a concessional component. The concessional component appeared mainly when the State expected (even coerced) the Church to offer its endorsement for military action, and not when the Church enjoyed full freedom and autonomy, thus acting as a moral factor on the basis of pragmatism and ethics of non-violence.

The consultative nature the canonical procedure is designed to maintain the influence of the Church within the State, serving as an interventional mechanism that appeals to the consciousness of the soldiers on the battlefield. This procedure appears to have been followed at local councils, in pastoral decisions with canonical standing (e.g. canonical letters sent by local bishops), as well as in the jurisprudence offered by the canonists during times of war.

This consultative procedure is objective and subjective in nature. The objective nature is reflected in the mutual interest of both Church and State, and it is visible in cases of defensive wars such as those fought by the Byzantines against the Arians, the Monophysites, and against the Muslims, as well as “defensive” wars fought by the religious nationalists. The subjective nature is reflected in cases of pastoral advice with canonical standing, as well as in writings of spiritual formation, when the Orthodox Church had to accept complete submission to the worldly sovereignty of the oppressor, refused to challenge its worldly authority, and fully embraced martyrdom. In this instance the oppressor represented ‘the threatening other’—be it the State itself—which must be feared and obeyed (Romans 12). This subjective consultative procedure seems to have been used when the Church operated under oppressive regimes (Islam, totalitarianism), and it was based on the
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corcepts of non-violent resistance and martyrdom. Therefore, this subjective approval of the oppressor’s use of violence is only apparent, and it is often used at the risk of demonizing the oppressor.

8. The Dilemma of Military Intervention

Two of the most widely cited canons on the use of military intervention, which had been universally adopted by the Orthodox Church include Epistle of Saint Athanasius to Monk Ammun, which favors the imposition of death penalty by the soldiers over their combatant enemies, and St. Basil’s Canon 13, which forbids communion to soldiers who killed combatant enemies.

The Epistle of Saint Athanasius to Monk Ammun unambiguously states that, “…it is not right to kill, yet in war it is lawful and praiseworthy to destroy the enemy…” This canon represents a clear illustration of an objective concession made by the Church in order to impose conformity with orthodoxy, as well as to sustain the morale of the Christians from North Africa, struggling to survive the forced conversion to Islam.

On the other hand, Saint Basil the Great’s Canon 13 states that, “Our Fathers did not consider murders committed in the course of wars to be classifiable as murders at all, on the score, it seems to me, of allowing a pardon to men fighting in defense of sobriety and piety. Perhaps, though, it might be advisable to refuse them communion for three years, on the ground that they are not clean-handed.”

In this canon, Saint Basil challenges an apparent status quo, whereby the Church, on the basis of Saint Athanasius’ canonical letter, silently sanctioned the State’s use of armed defensive violence. To keep the Church and the State aware of their moral responsibilities, Saint Basil considered war as a sinful act, even when conducted for defensive purpose. Therefore, the consciousness of sin and guilt remained a necessary process for the purpose of spiritual salvation of soldiers who killed combatant enemies.

Patrick Viscuso, in his study “Christian Participation in Warfare,” expands over the debate between Saint Athanasius’ Epistle of Saint Athanasius to Monk

66 H. H. Pope Shenouda III Contemplations on the Ten Commandments” Vol.3 The Sixth Commandment (Coptic Orthodox Patriarchate: Cairo, 1997), 14
67 D. Cummings (tr.) The Rudder (Pedalion) (The Orthodox Christian Educational Society: Chicago, 1957).
Ammun and Saint Basil’s Canon 13, in light of three prominent Byzantine canonists John Zonaras (12th century), Theodore Balsamon (c.1130-95), and Matthew Blastares (c.1335). What is interesting about this jurisprudence analyzed by Viscurso is its timing, as the Byzantine Empire was struggling to survive the Islamic aggression, the Crusades and the Slavic anarchy in the Balkans.

Both John Zonaras and Theodore Balsamon counseled against enforcing Saint Basil’s opinion to forbid communion by citing Saint Athanasius’ canonical letter which approved (even praised) the killing of enemies during times of war.69 While Zonaras stated that, “I think that this counsel of St. Basil never was in force,”70 Balsamon commented that Canon 13 “is not in force, because, if it were established, soldiers, who are engrossed with successive wars and slaying the enemy, would never partake of the divine Sanctified Elements. Wherefore, it is unendurable.”71

Nevertheless, Matthew Blastares (c.1335), in his encyclopedic canonical work The Alphabetical Collection, argued that Saint Basil’s counsel for exclusion from communion was correct and should be enforced by using theological, scriptural and historical arguments.

Blastares’ theological argument emerges from the idea that human violence occurs due to uncontrolled human passions which are of necessity and choice. While those passions united to nature and necessity do not involve choice, those passions supported by nature and deliberate choice imply the existence of human reasoning. Therefore, when the passions of rational nature are subjected to the passions of irrational nature, both passions undermine spiritual salvation – hence the need for purification prior to receiving communion.72

The scriptural argument used by Blastares against Zonaras and Balsamon is based on Luke 9:55, which refers to God’s refusal to allow David to build the
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temple because of his murder of his enemies. Even when in the Old Testament Israel conducted wars with a divine mandate, the soldiers who took part in killing were required to remain outside the camp for seven days to purify.73

To further contradict the opinion of his predecessors, Blastares uses a historical argument reflected in the case of a 10th century dispute between EmperorNikephoros Phokas and Patriarch Polyceukos. As the Emperor attempted to persuade the Church to “establish a law that those who fell during wars be honored equally with the holy martyrs, and be celebrated with hymns and feast days,”74 the Church responded by saying, “how is it possible to number with the martyrs whose who fell during war, whom Basil the Great excluded from the Sanctified Elements for three years since their hands were not clean?”75 In light of this event, Blastares mentions that at this synod there were several priests and bishops who “confessed… that they fought with the enemy and killed many of them,” and that the synod ordered them “to cease from the ministry.”76

9. The Feminine Defense Paradigm

Emerging from the premise of paradox, the feminine defense paradigm had been a dominant motif in Orthodox Christianity, which deconstructed the masculinity of war and consistently skewed the meaning of violence away from an exclusive physical expression. This paradigm prevented the adoption of a Just War theory, due to structural and phenomenological implications. First, the feminine defense paradigm affected the institutional self-perception of the Orthodox Church; secondly, it redefined human connectedness; and thirdly, it deeply influenced the spiritual life of the Orthodox Christians in terms of feminine protection, as expressed in the devotion to Virgin Mary.

a) Institutional Self-Perception

In order to implement it in the sacramental life of the Church, Orthodox theologians expanded and applied the theandric doctrine (the union of the divine

73 Ibid., 36-37.
75 Ibid., 6:492
and human natures in Christ), to the relationship between Jesus Christ and the Church. One of the most remarkable venues is the metaphor of a mystical marriage, where the Church becomes a typology for the feminine, such as ‘the Bride of Christ.’

(Ephesians 5: 22-33) Although this metaphoric analogy is often an obscure component of dogmatic theology, this had been enforced in the liturgical life of the Orthodox Church via mnemonic associations with the family structure. Thus, the message expressed in Ephesians 5: 22-33 had been consistently reinforced through the homiletic tradition in the contexts of the sacrament of marriage. Another implicit consequence is that the gender motif affected the Church’s social self-perception in relation to the State. This self-perception stimulated the Church towards adopting social responsibilities fitting for the mother instincts. For instance, the Church’s jurisdiction over family law and inheritance ensured a more compassionate and distributive sense of justice—as a definite alternative to an arguably retributive sense of justice implied by the masculine model.

b) Redefining Human Connectedness

The theandric doctrine also imported the feminine model as a creational and redemptive theme. Here, the authoritative image of the Theotokos (‘birth-giver of God’), which during the 5th century had received a meteoric rise in popular devotion, art and homiletics, was implemented in the Orthodox spirituality through various motifs and mnemonic associations that appealed to the immediate social life. A prominent example is the portrayal of the Theotokos by Proclus of Constantinople. In order to emphasize the redemptive role of the Theotokos in the history of salvation, Proclus uses various metaphors designed to illustrate the life-giving qualities, the maternal instincts, meekness and the celebration of life. Thus, for Proclus, Virgin Mary is “the spiritual garden of Eden in which dwells the second

---


78 There are various studies which have elaborated on this subject. Yet, without offending the numerous remarkable reference works, one may quickly consult Jaroslav Pelikan Mary Through the Centuries: Her Place in the History of Culture (Yale University Press: Yale, CT, 1996), 39-65; as well as Kyriaki Karidoyanes FitzGerald “The Eve-Mary Typology” Anglican Theological Review LXXXIV: 3, 630ff.


80 A disciple of Saint John Chrysostom, Proclus of Constantinople served as Archbishop of Constantinople between from 434 until 446. He was an outstanding orator deeply involved in the controversy surrounding the Council of Ephesus in 431 which defined the role of Virgin Mary in the history of salvation, and adopted the term Theotokos, ‘birth-giver of God,’ as the official designation of Virgin Mary.
Adam,” “the new Eve, whose obedience nullified the disobedience of her primal mother and fulfilled the saying ‘Let us make woman as a helper to man.’” Virgin Mary is a harbor, a sea, a ship, a wall, a bridge, a city, a palace, a throne, a festival, a workshop, a forge, a book, a flower, a bridal chamber, the morning sky, heaven, etc.\textsuperscript{81} One of the most distinctive portrayals of the Virgin’s womb is the conventional image of the workshop (ἐργαστήριον) “in which the unity of the divine and human nature was fashioned.”\textsuperscript{82} The effect of such imagery and mnemonic analogies over the Orthodox society was that they contributed to a sense of social cohesion, which in essence had collectively celebrated meekness and life, rather than valor and sacrificial death—thus discouraging any rush to violence. Furthermore, such illustrations simply maintained that violence leads to alienation, destruction and death, and that it ultimately destroys and humiliates God’s own creation.

c) Virgin Mary as “Defender General”

Apart from doctrinal and cultural elements designed to influence the collective consciousness, the feminine defense paradigm appears more overtly in the context of Orthodox hymnography, specifically in the Akathist Hymn.\textsuperscript{83} As one of the most remarkable spiritual narratives, the Akathist Hymn evokes the miraculous intervention of Virgin Mary as a “defender general” (τή υπερμάχω στρατηγώ) of the imperial City. Based on accounts provided by the Synaxarion (account of the feast days) and the Triodion (liturgical collection with services customized for the Great Lent), in the summer of 626, the city of Constantinople came under a massive attack conducted simultaneously by the Persians and the Scythians (Avars and Slavs), while Emperor Heraclius was away with the army. Thus, on August 7, following processions led by Patriarch Sergius around the city, and persistent prayers conducted particularly at the great Church of the Theotokos at Blachernae (a church located by the Golden Horn), a hurricane sank the enemy ships and dispersed the enemy troops stationed on land. As this narrative was quickly absorbed


\textsuperscript{82} Ibid., 182.

\textsuperscript{83} There is a vast bibliography provided by scholars such as Maas, Trypanis, Wellesz, Mitsakio, Caro, Holum, Limberis, Schwartz, Lampe, etc. For English translation see: G. G. Meerssemann, The Acathistos Hymn (Fribourg, 1958); on the origins, see C. Trypanis, Fourteen Early Byzantine Cantica (Vienna, 1966); J. Grosdidier de Matons, Romanos le Milode et les origines de la poesie religieuse a Byzance (Paris, 1977); Limberis Divine Heiress, 89-92. For the development and importance of Marian iconography in the 5th and 6th centuries, see Averil Cameron, “Images of Authority: Elites and Icons in Late Sixth-Century Byzantium,” in Byzantium and the Classical Tradition, ed. M. Mullett and R. Scott (Birmingham, U.K., 1981), 205-34. Furthermore, Leena Mari Peltoamaa’s recent book The Image of the Virgin Mary in the Akathist Hymn E.J. Brill, Leiden, 2001, makes some notable contribution, in spite some unfortunate mishaps that partially discredited Peltoamaa’s work.
by the large public, it became a model of faith to put one’s hope in the protective qualities of the Theotokos, even in military contexts. In fact, miraculous interventions were also reported for similar events in 677, 717-718, and 860, when the Theotokos maneuvered the forces of nature in order to defend the imperial City. As the Akathist Hymn introduces the Theotokos as “defender general of the winning” (Τή υπερμάχω στρατηγώ τα νικητήρια), the logical implication is that the imperial City is dedicated to her (Αναγράφω σοι η πόλις σου Θεοτόκε), and she becomes the City’s most powerful protector. The effect of Virgin Mary’s portrayal as a “defender general” over the consciousness of war cannot be underestimated. In a historical sense, the remembrance of the siege of Constantinople of 626, as well as the miraculous intervention of Virgin Mary is often depicted on the outer walls of various churches in Moldova. In a spiritual sense, this portrayal had refocused the public’s attention on the spiritual dimensions of war, once the “defender general” image made its way into the Divine Liturgy, where it was replicated on daily basis. Furthermore, while the “defender general” motif remained exclusively associated with Virgin Mary, the female defense paradigm was transferred to numerous female saints along with all instinctively peaceful qualities.

Thus, within the spirituality of warfare, the feminine motif had been profound and complex enough to have influenced the attitudes towards war more directly. It is clear that such influences generated attitudes which often prevented wars of aggression, while wars of defense had increasingly involved non-violent means. Moreover, with Virgin Mary’s patronage over the imperial City and civil society, the Orthodox Church advocates human interaction (including with enemies), based on sharing, reconciliation, maternal instincts, nurturing, restoration and recreation of relationships, social connectedness, forgiveness, meekness, etc.

Conclusion

In conclusion, one could argue that the Orthodox Church has a rather ambiguous record in its endorsement of defensive violence. In spite of terminolog-

---

84 Ene Braniște Liturgica Generală (Editura Institutului Biblic și de Misiune al Bisericii Ortodoxe Române, București, 1993), 555.
86 Due to this attitude towards war and enemies, Emperor Leo VI often had difficulties getting the members of the society to share the war expenses, unlike the Arabs (their enemies), who gathered voluntarily, and all members of the society shared the expenses and the rewards of warfare. Cf. G. Dagron “Byzance et le modèle islamique au Xe siècle, à propos des Constitutions tactiques de l’empereur Léon VI” Comptes rendues des séances de l’année de l’Académie des inscriptions et belles-lettres (Paris, 1983), 219-243.
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cal tensions, in the Orthodox spirituality the typical erudition and flair towards the meaning of death had been ambivalent in the sense that it projected a struggle between antique fatalism and Christian hope. At the same time, the most logical way to ensure that death occurs at the will of the Creator was to be passive about it, rather than dying in an active engagement even if in the defense of the weak and vulnerable. As one noteworthy phenomenological aspect (unevaluated here due to space restrictions), the paradox premise inherent in the meaning of death also alters the meaning of history from linearity (historic time) to circularity (liturgical time), thus undermining both the logic of causality (fundamental to the Just War theory), as well as the mimesis of conflict. At the spiritual level, this sense of ambivalence can only be clarified in light of the practice of spiritual exercise (ασκήσεις), whereby the members of the Church fail then rise again. By remaining loyal to the teachings on non-retaliation, inherent into the Gospel (Matthew 5:38-42), the Orthodox Church made strong efforts to resist temptations for unanimous justifications of violence, and an adoption of the Just War theory.
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